¿Necesitas Ayuda? 919 01 15 89
lun-vie: 9h-20h sábados: 10h-15h

Itinerario

Detalles del viaje: 15 días

Día 1 · UK - Night on board
Arrival at UK departure airport ready to check-in for a flight to Buenos Aires. Overnight on board.

Día 2 · Buenos Aires
Arrival in Buenos Aires, transfer to the hotel and the rest of the day is free for you to explore this sprawling city, full of colonial architecture and vibrant culture.
Overnight in Buenos Aires.

Día 3 · Buenos Aires
Breakfast at the hotel. Today, enjoy an included tour of the chic city of Buenos Aires . Visit the most emblematic sites and monuments of the capital, such as
the Plaza de Mayo filled with soul and history, the picturesque district of La Boca, the Obelisk representing the symbol of the Argentine capital, or the Casa
Rosada where the artist Madonna performed the hit song "Do not cry for me Argentina" in 1996. In the evening, we recommend an optional traditional
Argentine dining experience.* Night at the hotel. *Optional Argentinian dinner: Dine at the fabulous Las Nazarenas restaurant where you can enjoy the best
cuts of Argentinian beef and experience the fantastic ambience. 3-course set dining experience £165 per person.

Día 4 · Buenos Aires
Breakfast at the hotel. Free day. Take advantage of this day to continue to discover the capital and soak up the local atmosphere, the architecture of its colonial
buildings and the delicious cuisine. Night at the hotel.

Día 5 · Buenos Aires - El Calafate
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to the airport for a flight to El Calafate. Rest of the day free at your leisure to get to know this charming town, set in exceptional
landscapes full of natural beauty. We advise you enjoy the magnificent landscapes offered by this peaceful town and breathtaking views of the nearby glacier
national park. Night at the hotel.

Día 6 · El Calafate
Breakfast at the hotel. Depart for the Glacier National Park , a UNESCO World Heritage Site, covering an area of 600,000 hectares. Marvel at this majestic
Patagonian Ice Field and its famous natural wonder, the Perito Moreno Glacier. From Puerto Bajo Las Sombras, navigate to the Perito Moreno Glacier on the
waters of Lake Rico. Once in front of the impressive wall of ice, the boat stops a few minutes to appreciate the landscape in more detail. Back in El Calafate, we
recommend enjoying an optional dinner to experience traditional Patagonian cuisine. Night at the hotel. Optional dinner : Dine at the restaurant La Tablita which
serves excellent Patagonian lamb dishes. 3-Course dining experience: £165 per person.

Día 7 · El Calafate
Breakfast at the hotel. Spend the day at your leisure. We suggest the optional excursion to the Upsala glacier *, one of the largest glaciers in the southern
hemisphere.* Make the most of the area that includes extraordinary natural glaciers, beautiful lakes and soaring mountains. Night at the hotel. * Optional
Excursion to the Upsala Glacier : Sail north of Lake Argentina aboard a catamaran to discover the impressive glaciers. From your ship, marvel at the Upsala
Glacier and the Spegazzini Glacier. Price per person: £168

Día 8 · El Calafate - Iguazú
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to the airport for a flight to Iguazú. Rest of the day free to explore your surroundings. We recommend you to go hiking outside of
the subtropical city to discover the jungle while enjoying the lush nature that is on offer here. Discover the natural habitat of black howler monkeys, Amazonian
parrots, river caimans and giant otters. We recommend enjoying our optional dining experience in the evening.* Night at the hotel. * Optional dinner : Enjoy a
traditional Brazilian seafood dinner at the fantastic Aqua Restaurant, with a menu featuring fresh fish from the Rio River. 3-Course dining experience: £165 per
person.

Día 9 · Iguazu Falls
Breakfast at the hotel. Visit the Argentinian side of Iguazu Falls by taking the train to the 'Devil's Throat' where a lookout area grants the opportunity to watch
the water rush from the river and down an 80 metre (262 feet) high sheer drop. Walk across bridges and enjoy the panoramic views on offer. Hear the roar of
water whilst contemplating spectacular views of rainbows, birds, leafy green exotic plants and trees. In the evening, visit a local market where you have the
opportunity to try traditional food and local wine.* Return to the hotel for an overnight stay. *Optional additional excursion : Iguazu Great Adventure. Enter the
jungle by the Yacaratiá trail in trucks specially designed for this environment. This 5 kms long stretch ends at Puerto Macuco. At its dock, board a boat that
sails in the Lower Iguazu River for as long as 6 kms, heading towards the waterfalls area, enjoying plentiful rapids. Upon reaching the Tres Mosqueteros Fall,

see the falls of both the Argentinian and Brazilian sides crowned by the view of the Garganta del Diablo (Devil’s Throat). Afterwards, the most exciting point
comes when facing the incomparable San Martín waterfall, the second in dimension and the hugest any boat may face. Price: £65 per person

Día 10 · Iguazu Falls
Breakfast at hotel. Visit the Brazillian side of the Iguazu Falls, one of the world's Seven Natural Wonders. Walk on trails and enjoy a spectacular panoramic
view of one of the biggest waterfall systems in the world. Overnight stay.

Día 11 · Chutes d'Iguazú - Rio de Janeiro
Breakfast at hotel. Transfer to the airport for a flight to Rio de Janeiro. Transfer to your hotel and the rest of the day free. We recommend a stroll along Rio's
famous beaches, Copacabana and Ipanema. Overnight in Rio de Janeiro.

Día 12 · Rio de Janeiro
Breakfast at the hotel. Enjoy a free day to discover all the wonderful delights that Rio has to offer. We recommend our a visit to Sugar Loaf Mountain for a great
view across the city! Overnight stay.

Día 13 · Rio de Janeiro
Breakfast at hotel. Spend the day taking an included city tour of wonderful Rio, which includes a trip up to the famous Christ the Redeemer statue.Visit the
famous Corcovado mountain, one of the Seven Wonders of the Modern World. Christ Redeemer is more than 700m in height and dominates the city's skyline.
Admire the iconic Christ the Redeemer; an immense rock statue built by the sculptor Francés Paul Landowski. Descend from the hills to enjoy a visit to
Maracanã and a visit to the Sambódromo, where the Rio Carnival takes place yearly. Also, visit the famous Selaron Steps. Overnight in Rio de Janeiro.

Día 14 · Rio de Janeiro - Night on board
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to the airport for the flight back to the UK. Night on board.

Día 15 · UK
Arrive in UK. End of the trip.
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